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INTRODUCTION
French is an important language for diplomacy, business, and
culture, spoken by millions worldwide. Learning French not
only helps students communicate effectively but also fosters
global citizenship and an appreciation for French culture.
Our subject bibliography on "Learning French" offers a wide
range of resources to support language learning, thereby
ultimately improving the quality of French language learning
in schools.
The bibliography includes 8 titles as follows:

  Discovering French Nouveau Student Edition Level 1
  Discovering French Nouveau Student Edition Level 1A
  Discovering French Nouveau Student Edition Level 1B
 Panorama francophone 1: French ab initio for the IB
Diploma ; Workbook
 Panorama francophone 1: French ab initio for the IB
diploma ; Coursebook
 Panorama francophone 2: French ab initio for the IB
Diploma ; Workbook
 Panorama francophone 2: French ab initio for the IB
diploma ; Coursebook
  501 French Verbs

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

In the compilation process, although we have tried our best, it
is inevitable that there will be shortcomings. We look forward
to receiving contributions and construction from readers so
that the next compilation of the bibliography will be more
complete.
Sincerely thank!



445 D313F

1. DISCOVERING
FRENCH, NOUVEAU 1
Discovering French,
nouveau / Jean-Paul
Valette, Rebecca M
Valette. - Evanston, Il. :
McDougal Littell, 2007. - x,
417, PA9, R52 p. ; 28 cm.

Summary:

"Level of Proficiency: This book is designed for beginners or
students with little to no prior knowledge of French. It assumes
no previous exposure to the language and starts from the basics.
Content Coverage: Level 1 introduces essential vocabulary, basic
grammar concepts, and foundational conversational skills.
Topics covered may include greetings, introductions, numbers,
family, school, daily routines, likes and dislikes, and basic
cultural information about French-speaking countries. The
content of the textbook is organized into units that cover a range
of topics, including introductions, family, school, food, and
travel. Each unit contains reading and listening comprehension
activities, grammar lessons, vocabulary practice, and speaking
activities. Furthermore, the textbook offers cultural information
about French-speaking countries and communities to help
students gain a deeper understanding of the language and its
context. The textbook is supplemented with audio resources and
online activities to enhance the learning experience both inside
and outside the classroom. 



445 D313F

2. DISCOVERING
FRENCH, NOUVEAU 1A
Discovering French,
nouveau / Jean-Paul
Valette, Rebecca M Valette.
- Evanston, Il. : McDougal
Littell, 2007. - x, 417, PA9,
R52 p. ; 28 cm.

Summary:

"Level of Proficiency: Level 1A is a continuation of Level 1 and
assumes that students have completed the previous book or
have an equivalent level of proficiency.
Content Coverage: This book expands upon the vocabulary,
grammar, and conversational skills introduced in Level 1. It
delves into more advanced topics, including expanded
vocabulary for daily life situations, more complex grammar
structures, and additional cultural insights. The content is
organized into units covering various topics such as greetings,
family, school, food, and travel, and includes reading and
listening comprehension activities, grammar lessons,
vocabulary practice, and speaking exercises. Additionally, the
textbook provides cultural information about French-speaking
countries and communities. With its interactive and
comprehensive approach, "Discovering French Nouveau
Student Edition Level 1A" is an excellent resource for beginner-
level students to learn French.



445 D313F

3. DISCOVERING
FRENCH, NOUVEAU 1B
Discovering French,
nouveau / Jean-Paul
Valette, Rebecca M
Valette. - Evanston, Il. :
McDougal Littell, 2007. - x,
417, PA9, R52 p. ; 28 cm.

Summary:

"Discovering French Nouveau Student Edition Level 1B" is a
French language textbook that builds upon the foundational
knowledge covered in Level 1A. Designed for beginner-level
students, the textbook focuses on developing the four key
language skills of reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
The content of the textbook is organized into units covering
various topics such as health, sports, leisure, and the
environment. Each unit includes reading and listening
comprehension activities, grammar lessons, vocabulary
practice, and speaking exercises. The textbook also provides
cultural information about French-speaking countries and
communities. Additionally, the textbook offers audio
resources and online activities to supplement classroom
learning. With its comprehensive approach, "Discovering
French Nouveau Student Edition Level 1B" is an excellent
resource for beginner-level students who wish to improve
their French language skills.



4. PANORAMA
FRANCOPHONE 1 : FRENCH
AB INITIO FOR THE IB
DIPLOMA ; WORKBOOK
Panorama francophone 1 :
French ab initio for the IB
Diploma ; Workbook / Daniele
Bourdais, Sue Finnie. -
Cambridge : Cambridge
University Press, 2019. - 80 p. ;
28 cm.

Summary:

"Panorama Francophone 1 Workbook" is a supplementary
workbook designed for the International Baccalaureate (IB)
Diploma program's French ab initio course. The workbook is
intended to be used alongside the "Panorama Francophone 1"
coursebook and provides additional exercises and activities to
help students further develop their French language skills. The
content is organized into 12 units that correspond with the
themes covered in the coursebook, including family, leisure, and
travel. The workbook offers a variety of interactive exercises
and activities, including reading comprehension, writing,
speaking, and listening exercises, as well as grammar exercises
and vocabulary practice. Additionally, the workbook includes
answer keys for self-assessment and a glossary of key terms and
phrases. With its comprehensive coverage of French language
skills, "Panorama Francophone 1 Workbook" is an excellent
resource for students of the IB French ab initio course looking to
deepen their understanding and improve their French language
proficiency.

448 P107F



5. PANORAMA
FRANCOPHONE 1: FRENCH
AB INITIO FOR THE IB
DIPLOMA; COURSEBOOK
Panorama francophone 1 :
French ab initio for the IB
Diploma ; Coursebook /
Daniele Bourdais, Sue Finnie. -  
Cambridge : Cambridge
University Press, 2019. - 80 p. ;
28 cm.

Summary:

"Panorama Francophone 1" is a coursebook designed for the
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma program's French
ab initio course. The textbook aims to develop French
language skills for students with little or no prior knowledge
of the language. It contains 12 units, each with a specific
theme, such as food, health, and shopping. The textbook
provides a range of interactive exercises and activities,
including reading comprehension, writing, speaking, and
listening exercises. It also includes cultural information about
the French-speaking world, as well as vocabulary lists and
grammar explanations to help students improve their
understanding of the language. Additionally, the textbook
features audio resources, online activities, and a teacher's
guide to complement classroom learning. Overall, "Panorama
Francophone 1" is an ideal resource for students of the IB
French ab initio course who are looking to improve their
French language proficiency and deepen their understanding
of French-speaking cultures.

448 P107F



6. PANORAMA
FRANCOPHONE 2 : FRENCH
AB INITIO FOR THE IB
DIPLOMA ; WORKBOOK
Panorama francophone 2 :
French ab initio for the IB
Diploma ; Workbook / Daniele
Bourdais, Sue Finnie, Genevieve
Talon. - Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2019. - 63 p. ;
28 cm.

Summary:

"Panorama Francophone 2 Workbook" is a supplementary
workbook designed for the International Baccalaureate (IB)
Diploma program's French ab initio course. The workbook is
intended to be used alongside the "Panorama Francophone 2"
coursebook and provides additional exercises and activities
to help students further develop their French language skills.
The content is organized into 12 units that correspond with
the themes covered in the coursebook, including family,
leisure, and travel. The workbook offers a variety of
interactive exercises and activities, including reading
comprehension, writing, speaking, and listening exercises, as
well as grammar exercises and vocabulary practice.
Additionally, the workbook includes answer keys for self-
assessment and a glossary of key terms and phrases. With its
comprehensive coverage of French language skills,
"Panorama Francophone 2 Workbook" is an excellent
resource for students of the IB French ab initio course looking
to deepen their understanding and improve their French
language proficiency.

448 P107F



7. PANORAMA
FRANCOPHONE 2: FRENCH
AB INITIO FOR THE IB
DIPLOMA; COURSEBOOK
Panorama francophone 2 :
French ab initio for the IB
Diploma ; Workbook / Daniele
Bourdais, Sue Finnie, Genevieve
Talon. - Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2019. - 63 p. ;
28 cm.

Summary:

"Panorama Francophone 2" is a coursebook designed for the
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma program's French
ab initio course. The textbook focuses on developing French
language skills for students with no prior knowledge of the
language. The content is organized into 12 units, each
covering a specific theme, such as family, leisure, and travel.
The textbook provides various interactive exercises and
activities, including reading comprehension, writing,
speaking, and listening exercises. It also includes cultural
information about the French-speaking world, as well as
vocabulary lists and grammar explanations to help students
improve their understanding of the language. Additionally,
the textbook includes audio resources, online activities, and a
teacher's guide to supplement the classroom learning
experience. Overall, "Panorama Francophone 2" is an
excellent resource for students of the IB French ab initio
course looking to improve their French language skills and
deepen their knowledge of French-speaking cultures.

448 P107F



8. 501 FRENCH VERBS
501 French verbs: fully
conjugated in all the tenses and
moods in a new easy-to-learn
format, alphabetically arranged
/ Christopher Kendris and
Theodore Kendris. - Hauppauge.
-  NY: Barron's, 2015. - v, 760 p. ;
23 cm. + 2 CD-ROM.

Summary:

"501 French Verbs" by Christopher and Theodore Kendris is
a comprehensive reference book that contains fully
conjugated French verbs in all tenses and moods. The book
is organized alphabetically and offers an easy-to-learn
format that simplifies the learning process for students of
the French language. The book contains commonly used
verbs in French and includes essential verb conjugation
rules and examples of how the verbs are used in context. It
also provides additional information on reflexive verbs,
impersonal verbs, and verbs with prepositions, as well as a
guide to verb conjugation patterns. With its comprehensive
coverage of French verbs, "501 French Verbs" is an
excellent resource for French language learners of all levels
who wish to improve their ability to communicate
effectively in French.

448 F315H


